Abstract
Introduction
Program Comprehension is an important part of almost all software maintenance activities. Large software evolves over decades, making maintenance the most expensive and prolonged activity in the software development lifecycle [4] , [19] , [2] . It is estimated that engineers spend nearly 90% of the time in program comprehension as a part of various sustenance tasks [2, 14] .
C continues to be the programming language of choice for system level development. It is extensively used in operating systems and embedded systems. Over the decades, a huge code base has developed in C. Its maintenance entails understanding highly complex code with many intricate artifacts.
Concurrent processing, runtime bindings and extensive use of aggregate data structures like queues, linked lists etc are the hallmarks of system level programs. As an example, consider the problem of deciphering how a typical network protocol stack is designed and implemented in an operating system kernel. Typically, A network device interrupts the processor upon receiving a packet. The device interrupt handler receives the packet and puts it into a receive queue. Subsequently, in a different thread of execution, the kernel dequeues the packet and processes it. Based on the packet type, the kernel directs the packet to the appropriate protocol handler. Runtime bindings, achieved through function pointers, provide for efficient and modular implementation of the protocol stack.
Given a particular operating system kernel, how do we bridge the gap between our high-level domain knowledge and a specific implementation of the protocol stack? In particular how do we answer questions such as:
What are the different C functions involved in routing a packet through different layers of the protocol stack? What are the places in the code where memory for the packet is allocated and later deallocated? What are the shared aggregate data structures used to communicate a packet between different kernel threads? What are the synchronization mechanisms and how are they applied to protect consistency of the shared aggregate data structures? What are the various runtime bindings and how are they applied to achieve a modular design?
We assume some high-level domain knowledge as the starting point for program comprehension. The objective of our approach is to provide an interactive tool to: (a) allow the user to apply such domain knowledge, (b) quickly extract the relevant and exact details of the program, (c) provide an interactive environment to explore different possibilities that an user can construe based on the program details revealed by the tool. To achieve the objective, we have introduced event views and graph reductions techniques and built an interactive tool called CVision which implements these techniques. Domain knowledge is essential for program comprehension. The purpose of a tool such as CVision is to assist users in bridging gaps between their domain knowledge and specific details related to its implementation. For instance, the tool can help users uncover the specific details of how semaphores are used in a given program and determine if there is a possibility of a deadlock between different threads of execution. Maintenance engineers have the domain knowledge. Mapping this domain knowledge to specific implementation details in a large and complex code base is difficult and time consuming. A tool that enables users to discover code using domain knowledge is valuable.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce event based views in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss interactive techniques to manage complexity in graphical representations of large code. We present the architecture of CVision in Section 4. In Section 5.1 we analyze the Xinu operating system code to study a possible memory leak. In Section 5.2 we present a case study based on Linux TCP/IP protocol code. Section 6 compares CVision with the other program comprehension tools.
Event Views
Developers use top-down, bottom-up or mixed approach to create a mental picture of the code [12] . When using a bottom-up approach, developers start off by looking for interesting events manifested in the code and gradually abstract out the details. The events of interest vary depending on the developer's concern. For example, when a developer is trying to isolate memory leaks in the code, the events of interest would be memory allocations and deallocations, aliasing of pointers, and pointer escapes through function calls. CVision enables users to isolate and navigate through the code based on such runtime events. It helps users to construct views of relevant parts of the program that focus on a specified set of events. We refer to these as event views. Specifically, with respect to our current implementation of CVision, an event view is the minimal subgraph of a call graph or reverse call graph that is relevant to a specified set of events.
CVision recognizes a semantically rich set of program artifacts such as statements, functions, variables, types, parameters, etc. Events in the code are defined with respect to these program artifacts. Table 1 gives a list of events supported by the current implementation of CVision. The table uses the code in Figure 1 as an example.
struct net device * dev; 4. dev = kmalloc(sizeof(struct net device), GFP KERNEL); 5.
if (NULL == dev) { 6.
return -1; 7. } 8.
kfree(dev); 9. } Figure 1 . An example function.
The developer can use these events as queries or to compose event views which unravel the intricacies of the system. For example, by looking for events where kswapd gets passed as a parameter to the function kernel thread(), a Linux developer can quickly find the launching places for kswapd kernel thread. Note that besides the general notion of kernel threads which is common domain knowledge, the user needs to specifically know that kernel threads are launched using the function kernel thread() in Linux.
It is common for developers to search for specific uses or modifications of certain program artifacts. For example, consider the code for deliver skb() shown in Figure  2 . deliver skb() is a function in the Linux TCP/IP source code. This function is a typical example of the runtime binding in Linux. A developer trying to understand this code would be interested in knowing all the functions that the function pointer func binds to. CVision helps user navigate to places in the code where the function pointer func is modified or initialized so the developers can quickly resolve the run-time binding.
Aggregate data structures are used extensively in system level C codes. Here, we use the earlier example of static inline int deliver skb(struct sk buff * skb, struct packet type * pt prev) { atomic inc(&skb->users); return pt prev->func(skb, skb->dev, pt prev); } Figure 2 . Function deliver skb() the protocol stack to illustrate how we can find the relationship between two disjoint threads of execution. This function shown in Figure 3 is called from a network interrupt handler in the Linux kernel when a packet is received by a network interface card. It adds a reference to the net device structure to the per cpu softnet data poll list and schedules the execution of a softirq, which marks the end of the interrupt handler for a device. The rest of the packet processing happens in the context of a softirq. A kernel developer trying to understand network packet reception in the Linux code would be interested in knowing where exactly this happens. CVision allows the user to look for specific places in the code where the net device structure is being taken out of the softnet data poll list. 
Graph Reductions
For large software, visualizations such as call graphs can be very complex with hundreds of nodes and thousands of edges. This complexity often defeats the purpose of visualization [9] . We propose graph reductions as way to reduce the size of the graph by extracting subgraphs or collapsing subgraphs. The reductions are designed so that information relevant to the programmer's is not lost but other unnecessary information is filtered out.
When using the top-down strategy, a developer first constructs macro-level views of the code that capture crosscutting relationships among functions and global data structures. For example, a call graph provides a pictorial view of function calls starting with a given function as the root. CVision allows the user to perform graph reductions interactively to support a process of iterative refinement.
CVision supports three different types of graphical representations: call graph (CG), reverse call graphs(RCG), and control flow graph (CFG). The call graphs and the reverse call graphs provide a macro-level view of the program flow that focuses on cross-cutting relationships among functions. The control flow graph focuses on micro-level view of the program flow within individual functions.
With large programs generic macro-level views can easily get too large to be useful. For example, the call graph of ip rcv(), which is the main IP receive function in the Linux kernel, has 1068 nodes and 2663 edges. The reverse call graphs are useful to understand interaction between multiple threads but they tend to be even larger. A common technique used by existing tools [16, 17] to manage this complexity is to incrementally unfold a graph upon user request. Only a few levels in a graph are shown to the user at a time. However, the number of levels can easily runs into hundreds making incremental unfolding very tedious and not very useful. Additionally, incremental unfolding does not work well if the same function is at different levels on different call chains.
Control Flow Based Reduction
CVision allows the user to interactively exclude control paths from future analysis. Such a refinement eliminates parts of the call graph associated with the excluded control paths.
Consider the code in Figure 5 . It is for the network input daemon in the Xinu operating system. The body of the function is a forever loop that reads incoming packets and processes them. Based on the packet type, the switch statement transfers control to the appropriate protocol handler. When tracking incoming IP packets, a developer going through this piece of code would like to ignore all but one case of the switch statement. In this scenario, the user can apply the control flow based graph reduction to construct a customized call graph of netin(). After the reduction, arp in() and rarp in() do not show up in the the customized call graph of netin().
Function Based Reduction
Consider the schedule() function in the Linux kernel. Linux developers know that a call to schedule() preempts the current thread of execution and reassigns the CPU could to a different task in the system. A developer who is trying to analyze a piece of code for memory leaks, for example, would not be interested in the schedule(). CVision provides an interface through which the user can specify functions to exclude from subsequent analysis. Macro-level views can be greatly simplified by excluding analysis of functions not relevant to the given concern. For example, excluding just the two functions schedule() and panic(), the call graph for tcp v4 init() function in Linux goes down from 846 nodes to 653 nodes. Function based reduction is an iterative process that depends on the domain knowledge of the user.
Code Layout Based Reduction
The layout of the source code is a good indicator of modularity in the code. For example, in Linux, all the networking code can be found in the net/ directory. Further, the data types and data structures used by functions can be used as a good way to characterize the subset of functions that need to be included (or excluded) for an event analysis. For example, in Linux, functions that use struct sk buff belong to the networking subsystem. In well written C code data types and data structures are usually declared in header files. Thus, inclusion (using #include) of certain header files can be a good criterion to perform graph reductions.
Consider the reverse call graph of kmalloc(), a widely used function in the Linux kernel. The complete reverse call graph of kmalloc() is very large. Typically, a user would be interested in a subgraph that corresponds to a particular subsystem. CVision lets the user reduce the reverse call graph based on code layout. For example, the user can create subgraphs based on the code layout information such header files or directories used to organize the source code files.
Event Based Reduction
Resource utilization (e.g. memory usage) or the use of a global data structure are examples of cross-cutting events that are entangled with each other in a complex body of code. It is very valuable if a tool can help the user in constructing macro-level views that isolate and emphasize a given event. We propose the event based reduction as a mechanism to create such focused macro-level views. In this reduction, a macro-level view is refined iteratively to focus on a set of events important for the given concern. The next example provides an illustration.
Call graphs can be cluttered with functions that are irrelevant to the specific behavior of the program that the developer is interested in. For example, consider the code in Figure 6 . The function dswrite()allocates memory for drptr which is a pointer of type struct dreq but does not free it. This implies a potential memory leak. Let us suppose the concern is to verify if there is a memory leak in this code. The call graph of dswrite() shown in Figure  4 (a) includes all the function calls many of which are not relevant for analyzing the possibility of a memory leak. We can use an event based graph reduction to eliminate the unnecessary part of the call graph. The details are discussed later as a case study. The result of event based graph reduction is shown in Figure 4 (b). By applying just one event based reduction, the original graph with 29 nodes is reduced to the event-specific call graph shown in Figure 4 (b) with only 4 nodes. CVision lets the user specify "call to freebuf()" as the event of interest. Figure 7 shows the architecture of CVision. It is a clientserver architecture. The backend extracts program information on events, control flow, source correspondence etc. This information is stored in a relational database. The client does query processing and visualization. It provides the user an interactive capability to produce call graphs, reverse call graphs, control flow graphs and customized event views. It also allows the user to see the source code in conjunction with visual representations.
CVision Architecture
The layered architecture of CVision permits independent modifications of the backend and the client as long as they adhere to the structure of the information database. Moreover, the database schema is independent of the programming language being analyzed and can be used for any structured programming language. Thus, it is possible to build a tool like CVision for other structured programming languages by just changing the backend. 
The Backend
The backend is a language-specific semantic event analyzer. We have currently developed a backend for the C programming language which extracts the following program information.
• Program artifacts information. We extract information about program artifacts like functions, statements, variables, types, etc. The relationships between these program artifacts is pre-computed and stored.
• Control flow information. Each basic block is assigned a unique identifier. The control flow links to immediate predecessors and successors are stored in the database.
• Event information. We extract information about the events as described in Table 1 . The information is used for creating event views.
• Source Correspondence. For every event and artifact, the database stores the corresponding source location information. This is used for navigating through the code in conjunction with the graphical representations.
• Auxiliary Information. Since CVision is an interactive tool, fast response time is critical. We store auxiliary information to make subsequent analysis fast.
The Client
The client provides views based on functions, variables and types in a program. The function based view provides information about a particular function. The interactive user interface lets the user query for specific events in the function. The user can get information regarding the variables and types used in the function. The user can generate call graph, reverse call graph and control flow graph of the function and perform graph reductions described in Section 3 on these graphs.
The variable based view provides information about a particular variable. Using this view the user can query for specific events involving the variables. For example, the user can ask for all the places where a particular variable is being passed as a parameter to a specific function. Variable based views are particularly helpful in tracking the use of global variables and aggregate data structures. Similar to the variable based view, the type based view provides an interface for built-in and user-defined types.
Two Case Studies
The objective of the case studies is to illustrate how CVision helps the user in overcoming following challenges for program comprehension:
• Large code base. We show how CVision helps users apply his domain knowledge to distill large code by filtering irrelevant information and focusing on parts important for their concerns.
• Concurrent processing. We show how CVision helps users connect two disjoint threads of execution and understand their inter-relationships.
• Runtime Bindings. We show how CVision helps users decipher runtime bindings information.
• Aggregate data structures. We show how CVision helps users track the cross-cutting use of aggregate data structures.
The first case study is about a defect analysis problem encountered in the Xinu operating system. The second case study is about understanding the TCP/IP code in Linux.
The purpose of case studies is to show applicability of CVision in solving non-trivial program comprehension problems encountered in real-world maintenance applications. The case studies focus on main points and purposely omit some details that can be distracting. The objective is to cover important aspects of how to apply the event views and graph reductions in solving a complex problem.
A Xinu Case Study
In this case study we take a closer look at the possibility of memory leak in the dswrite() function of Xinu operating system. Figure 6 shows the code for dswrite(). As explained earlier in Section 3, memory is allocated for drptr, which is a pointer to the type struct dreq, but never freed inside dswrite(). drptr escapes the function through a call to the function dskenq(). Thus, it is possible that the memory allocated for drptr gets freed else where in the system. If not, we have a memory leak. Let us investigate this problem further.
We reduce the call graph of dswrite() from 29
functions to 4 functions using an event based graph reduction.
Figure 4(a) shows the full call graph of dswrite().
It has 29 functions many of them are irrelevant to the analysis of the memory leak problem. We apply an event based reduction on the call graph with "call to freebuf()" as the event of interest. This reduction retains only that part of the call graph where freebuf() is reachable. Figure 4 (b) shows the reduced call graph. Note that this is the part of the call graph that needs to be analyzed for solving the memory leak problem.
We observe the colored control flow graphs to locate the freebuf()events.
The reduced call graph is shown in Figure 4 (b). We follow the call chain and track the pointer (This can be done by specifying another event involving parameter passing; the detail is not covered here). Looking at the call graph we know that a call to dskenq() eventually leads to a call to freebuf(). This is not enough to rule out the possibility of memory leak because there can still be a control flow path which does not have a call to freebuf(). This implies we have to look inside functions and observe where the events occur on the control flow paths. Earlier we have mentioned the coloring feature of CVision; it becomes useful here. Whenever an event based reduction is applied to a call graph, CVision colors those code blocks (shown as nodes in the control flow graphs) of all the functions in the reduced call graph. The colored blocks are exactly the locations pertaining to the given event. In this particular example, the code blocks in dskenq() that call dskqopt() appear colored in the control flow graph of dskenq() because dskqopt() calls freebuf. Thus, by looking at the colored control flow graph we can quickly isolate the important code blocks. Figure 8 shows the code for the colored block which in this case is the one that calls dskqopt()(which subsequently calls freebuf()). The colored control flow graph of dskqopt() shows multiple places where freebuf is called. These code for these blocks are shown in Figure 9 .
We observe a path in the colored control flow graph dskqopt()that does not include a call to freebuf().
A quick pass through the control flow graph of dskqopt() reveals that there is a path that does not have a call to freebuf(). Now, we take a close look at the code on that particular path. The code is shown as the last piece of code in Figure 9 . We see that drptr is being added to a linked list without being freed. ( At this point, we can also track the condition governing specific path and observe that it correlates with the condition in dswrite(); again these details are not covered here). Since dskqopt() is the only function in the reduced call tree that calls freebuf(), we know for sure that the memory allocated for drptr in dswrite() is not being freed along the path we have discovered. However, the analysis is not complete yet.
Since drptr is being added to a linked list, it is possible that it is being freed by another disjoint thread of execution. Assuming such a thread exists, the next step is to discover it. Figure 8 . Code for function dskenq().
We unearth the relation between two disjoint threads of execution in Xinu using a type based event view.
Note that we have reached a dead end if were to use only call graphs for solving the memory leak problem. A call graph is based on control flow and two disjoint threads of execution are not connected by control flow. We now apply a different strategy; two disjoint threads of execution communicate through a shared data structure. The linked list to which drptr is being added is such a shared data structure. Based on this knowledge, we execute an event based query on the entire source code. The event we look for this time is "passing of the type struct dreq as a parameter to freebuf()". CVision comes up with 8 locations for this event in the entire code for Xinu. Four of these are in dskqopt() dskqopt(p, q, drptr) struct dreq * p, * q, * drptr;
Figure 9. Code for function dskqopt().
and we have already looked at these. Two others are in dsread() and dsksync(). The one more place that CVision comes up is in dsinter(). Figure 10 shows the code for dsinter(). We see that the there is a call to freebuf(). Note that we have additional evidence such as dsinter()is a root function (not called by any other function)and it calls freebuf() but not getbuf() indicating the matching getbuf()is on another thread of execution. We can also correlate the conditions under which getbuf()is called in dswrite() and conditions under which freebuf()is called in dsinter().
Using domain knowledge, we consolidate and summarize our understanding.
Applying domain knowledge and the key details of the code discovered above, a system developer could con Figure 10 . Code for function dsinter().
A Linux Case Study
The comprehension problem for this case study is as follows:
Preamble: As explained in the introduction, when a network packet arrives at an interface, the network interface card transfers the packet from the device memory to the kernel memory and interrupts the CPU. The interrupt handler does the preliminary processing of the interrupt and leaves the rest of the processing for kernel threads.
Problem: Given the code for the Intel E1000 ethernet device driver, the problem is to discover the exact details of packet reception including the execution threads, functions, data structures, and their relationships as incorporated by the Linux kernel.
1.
We apply graph reductions to reduce the call graph of e1000 intr() from 824 functions to 7 functions. We start off with the call graph of e1000 intr(). The call graph is not shown because it is too complex; it has 824 nodes and 1964 edges in it. We apply function based graph reductions described in Section 3 to reduce the size of the graph. Functions like schedule(), panic() and printk() are clearly not of interest for solving the given problem. Similarly there are many other functions that are irrelevant to our problem and can be omitted from further analysis. The reduced call graph is shown in Figure 11 ; it has only 7 nodes and 6 edges.
2.
We find a data structure that can be used to discover the relevant kernel thread. We view the code for netif rx schedule() shown earlier in Figure 3 . The code reveals that this function puts the net device structure on a per cpu poll list in the softnet data data structure and schedules the execution of the NET RX SOFTIRQ softirq. As mentioned earlier, this marks the end of the E1000 interrupt handler. The rest of the processing of the packet must happen in another thread of execution. We need to discover that other thread of execution.
The Figure 12 shows an high-level view of the type of connection between an interrupt handler and a kernel thread that we are trying to discover. We started from e1000 intr() and followed the control flow till the net device structure is put on the poll list, which is an aggregate data structure. We know that some other thread of execution takes the net device structure off the poll list and processes it; we do not know the other thread of execution, but we do know the aggregate data structure it is expected to access. 
Using a variable based event view we connect two threads of execution.
In step 2 we identified the data structure that binds the two threads of execution. At this point, we know that netif rx schedule() puts net device structure on to the poll list. We now have to find out where it is being taken out of this list and processed. We specifically look for the code where poll list member variable of the softnet data structure is passed to list manipulation functions. Here, we are trying to use operations on aggregate data structures, in our case the linked list poll list, to connect two disjoint threads of execution. Hence, we query for the places where the linked list poll list is being passed as a parameter to a list manipulation function. Looking closely at the results of this query, we can see that the net device structure is taken out of the poll list in the function net rx action(). Figure 13 shows the relevant parts of the code. By tracking the use of an aggregate data structure, we have discovered the interaction between two concurrent threads and we have tracked the processing of a network interrupt from the context of the interrupt handler to the context of the softirq.
We resolve a runtime binding.
We use variable based event views to find the functions that could be called using a particular function pointer in the net rx action() function. Figure 13 shows the source code for the function and Figure 14 shows the reduced call graph of the function. The node poll is colored to indicate that net rx action() makes an indirect call to a function using the function pointer poll. To locate the functions that could be called using the function pointer poll, we query for all the places in the code where the variable poll is written to. There are a few places in the Linux code where the poll member variable of the struct net device is modified. Since we are currently concerned only with the E1000 ethernet device, we focus on the write event in the e1000 probe() function and see that poll is being set to the address of e1000 clean() function. We conclude that e1000 clean() is called using the function pointer poll in the function net rx action().
Related Work
Cscope [18] is a popular code navigation tool widely used in the industry. Cscope uses a symbol based crossreferencing to locate functions, function calls, macros, variables, and preprocessor symbols in the source code files. Cscope recognizes very few C language constructs. This limits its searching capability to only a few simple types of queries. In comparison, CVision has a significantly more powerful searching capability with a wide range of semantically rich queries. Unlike Cscope, it is aware of control flow and provides graphical views based on the control flow. Understand for C++ [16] and Crystal [17] are semantic tools for code navigation and comprehension. They support various graphical representations of the code and use incremental unfolding to manage the size and complexity of these representations. As explained in Section 3, this method is not effective. The new techniques of event views and graph reductions that we introduce and incorporate in CVision are scalable and far more effective in solving complex program comprehension problems encountered with large system level software.
FEAT [15] introduces a notion of concerns for understanding large programs. Their notion of concerns focuses on structural relationships between program elements such "method x calls method y" or "class x defines method y". In comparison, we provide a significantly broader notion of events. Apart from the foundational differences between the two approaches, CVision provides graphical representations and graph reduction techniques which are not in the FEAT tool. CVision is currently available for C where as the FEAT tool is for Java.
The CodeSurfer [1] is another related tool. CodeSurfer provides graphical representations of control and data dependencies. CVision performs a comparatively lighter event analysis and supports users queries based on an information database created by the event analysis. Further, CodeSurfer supports model checking which CVision does not. For handling complex program comprehension problems, a significant advantage of CVision is that it provides event views and graph reductions.
Our proposed techniques and program slicing [20] , [21] have a common objective of enabling the user to focus on the relevant part of a program. Our work broadens the notion of program slicing by providing many different ways of defining and extracting relevant parts of a program. For example, we have discussed event, control path, and layout based techniques that are quite different from the conventional slicing criteria. Our techniques support in a natural way two important techniques: (a) iterative refinement and (b) graph based reductions. Our paper also advances the notion of program slice browsing [8] by introducing new graph based reductions. The graph reductions in CVision are an extensive generalization of the concern based CFGs presented in [13] .
Unlike other tools like xgcc [11] , [10] and SLAM [3] that perform automated defect analysis, the primary goal of CVision is program comprehension. CVision focuses on handling problems that involve complexities due to concurrent processing, use of aggregate data structures, and runtime bindings. Given the complexity of this type of defect analysis problems, it provides an interactive approach as opposed to static analysis done in batch mode.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced two new techniques, event views and graph reductions, as way to cope with complex program comprehension problems involving large system level C programs. We describe CVision, a tool we developed to demonstrate applicability of our approach. Finally, we present two case studies based on complex program comprehension problems.
CVision has proven to be a very effective tool for educational purposes; it is used to teach software maintenance in software engineering courses at Iowa State University [7, 6] . With the help of the tool, students are able to do projects involving XINU and Linux codes, as opposed to toy problems with small code. Students who tested the tool found it useful in working with Xinu and Linux operating systems. We believe that software engineers will also find tools like CVision very useful.
CVision has been developed in collaboration with EnSoft Corp [5] and efforts are under way to produce a commercial product.
